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Pro Performance Sound + Acoustics
by Wolfgang Sauter
Discover Our Work



Our Expertise

Acoustic Solutions
Acoustics have become a vital part of business settings. With our partners, we create bespoke solutions for a better workplace experience.


Music Venues
We have built a solid reputation for our effective sound solutions in a variety of locations, creating some of the most acclaimed clubs in Austria and beyond.


Residential Projects
We work with private customers to bring out the best in hi-fi and living rooms, studios, home cinemas, and more.




Our projects
Sound + Acoustics Concepts
Since 2003, we have specialized in the fields of sound reinforcement and acoustics, bringing them together to create unique, cutting-edge Pro Performance solutions. 
A lot of our current and future focus is directed on the area of acoustics. From restaurants and offices to studios and meeting rooms, we always strive to find the perfect solution to each challenge. Trust in our knowledge and benefit from our extensive experience.

[image: Project: Subdeck]Project: Subdeck
 Pushing the limits of sound design.
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[image: Project: Flex]Project: Flex
Legendary sound since 2007.
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[image: Project: PRST]Project: PRST
PRST, the shrine to sound.
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[image: Project: Grelle Forelle]Project: Grelle Forelle
An international benchmark for highest quality club atmosphere.
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[image: Project: The Loft ]Project: The Loft 
BASSment is an understatement.
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[image: Project: Bar Campari]Project: Bar Campari
Where elegance and design meet impressive sound.
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[image: Project: BASIS]Project: BASIS
Magnificent sound in the heart of the alps.
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[image: Barclays Arena (phase 1) ]Barclays Arena (phase 1) 
16,000 seats of Pro Performance acoustics. 
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20 Years of Pro Performance


Wolfgang Sauter is the driving force and visionary behind Pro Performance.
He leads our team of technicians, project specialists, and creatives, crafting made-to-measure audio solutions for a diverse customer base.
 


Meet Our Team


our Products
Distribution for: 
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Brands and Product Partners:
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Learn more about our brands and products


Contact us for your custom-fit solution
Tell us about your ideas and requirements. We'll get back to you as soon as we can.






Thank you! Your message has been received.

Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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